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WHAT FEMALE$ ARE WORTH.

STILL NEED MORE CONVINCING?
THE LOGIC: JAW DROPPING FAST-FACTS

Women make the decision in the
purchases of:^

Women are responsible for 9 out of 10
consumer purchases.

¢¢ 94% of home furnishings

¢¢

Women control 28 trillion of the 35 trillion
global consumer economy.
¢¢

WORLD’S LARGEST OPPORTUNITY

A growth forecast (in trillions)

Women are worth more than the emerging
markets of India and China put together.*
Ernst&Young report women will control
75% household discretionary spend by 2028.
¢¢

$4.4T

$18T

¢¢ 60% of automotive

¢¢ 91% of New Homes
¢¢ 66% PCs

$13T

2014

¢¢ 93% Food
¢¢ 93 % OTC Pharmaceuticals

CHINA’S GDP

2009

¢¢ 80% Healthcare
¢¢ 89% Bank Accounts

2014

2009

¢¢ 91% of homes

¢¢ 51% of consumer electronics
¢¢

$6.6T

¢¢ 92% of vacations

$1.2T
FEMALE INCOME

2009

$1.8T
2014

INDIA’S GDP

¢¢ In Britain women now own 48 per cent

of Britain’s wealth, a figure that’s predicted
to rise to 60 per cent by 2025.
¢¢ Of Britain’s millionaires, 46 per cent are

female, with 24 per cent more women than
men in the 18 – 44 age bracket, with similar
figures predicted for America.
¢¢ It is estimated that 72 per cent

of graduates will be female in 2016**. ¡

*hbr.org/2009/09/the-female-economy
**www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-business/10783665/Womenomics-why-women-are-the-future-of-our-economy.html
^she-conomy.com/facts-on-women
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FEMALE LENS

FEMALE$ AND THE FUTURE.
IT’S HAPPENING RIGHT NOW.
MARRYING
Look for us, love us.
Made business profitable.

If you were to plot the level of commitment women have made to your business
or brand, where would you place it? Are you the 'only one' or do they eschew you?
Are you the right one, right now but not likely to stay in her repertoire of loved brands
she is loyal to? The key to growth is in creating a brand that women want over any other.

WHY IT MATTERS RIGHT NOW

DATING

There are some major factors culminating in
the perfect storm that is marketing to women.

Buy us, resonate with women,
in her top 3.

1. Female$ earning and spending power is at
an unprecedented high – $28 of the $35 trillion
dollar opportunity.

FLIRTING

2. She is the Chief Purchasing Officer – 9 out
of 10 decisions.

Trial, analyse, consider.

3. High net worth – accumulating more assets
and controlling more private wealth.

OLD LENS

TOLERATING
Put up with us.

4. Business women – more female
entrepreneurs and business owners are on
the rise and in control of company spending.

GET EARLY-MOVER ADVANTAGE

IGNORING

Be top of mind and take serious market
share from snoozing competitors.

Ignored, rejected, not on radar.
Ries and Trout in their book “The 22
Immutable Laws of Marketing”, made
The Law of Leadership, rule number 1.

Taking a leadership role, and being first to
market with serving female needs, is better
than being second or not at all. Similarly,
there’s no point pouring valuable resource
into making better products if women are not
aware of improvements, or buying your brand
because you miss the mark communicating
with her.

KEEPING CUSTOMERS IS CHEAPER THAN
ACQUIRING THEM
Perhaps women already love your brand,
and perhaps this gives you inflated security.
Beware of sleeping dogs. For whilst you
lie in comfort, a clever start-up or a smart
entrepreneur is finding a way to better
connect with women. Think Uber, think
Airbnb in terms of market disruption. The
marketplace can change quickly with the
right ideas, and women are noticing those
brands that notice them.*
Don’t become redundant in the lives of
the highly complex and demanding target
audience of Female$ ¡
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THE FEMALE MARKET.

WOMENOMICS

“The numbers are unequivocal.
The gender differences are
undeniable. The opportunity
is inarguable. The market is
enormous. The competitive
advantage is inevitable.
Trillions of dollars are waiting”.
TOM PETERS

Historically speaking women have never been
viewed as “same-as men”.But it is also for
this reason that FEMALE$ are a market worth
pursuing.
The evolving female consumer has enormous
clout is without doubt one of the biggest
seismic shifts in the marketplace this century.
As women in the western world have moved
from independence to influence, they have
become an audience that should be pursued
with haste and diligence.

A quick review of women’s political passage
will demonstrate why we are at the right
stage of human evolution to re-look and
rethink the way we have approached
marketing and sales with the female species.
At the start of the 21st century few texts
existed regarding the opportunity that
women presented in financial terms. But
as their influence has increased it now a
no-brainer and makes good business sense
to find new ways to leverage the lucrative
female audience. ¡

Brands will need to change what they have
done, and learn new ways to understand
women and how to better serve them.
Further, brands that cement themselves to a
woman’s heart will have a lasting relationship
and generational loyalty within her family
and community. So when your brand wins
a woman’s heart, it will enjoy not only a longlasting, but a profitable future with her.

INFLUENCE
INDEPENDENCE
SURVIVAL
THREE STAGES OF ECONOMIC POWER
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¢¢

 reater productivity and more
G
engaged people.

¢¢

A fun and inclusive culture.

¢¢

Retention and loyalty of talented staff.

And a gender smart business would:
¢¢

See revenue growth.

¢¢

 reate breakthrough innovation through
C
diverse perspectives.

¢¢

 ttract greater talent and improve
A
cultural reputation.

¢¢

 ave better client retention and
H
increased client spend.

Sure, it’s tough going from “gender denial”
to being the fearless leader who tackled
gender commercially and disrupted the
status quo. Female talent and the female
dollar are missed opportunities in old
business paradigms, but I can show you
how to take your gender opportunity and
turn it into a profit, rather than let it fester
and become a cost. ¡

OUT THINK
DIVERSITY GRADUATE
= RESULTS AND GROWTH MINDSETS

BIG THINKING
DISSEMINATING, IMPLEMENTING
AND SHARING THE ENLIGHTENMENT

RE-THINK
DISSATISFIED WITH THE SPEED
OF CHANGE, WANTING TO LEVEL-UP,
GET PRO-ACTIVE

GROUPTHINK
DISCIPLED THINKING- FOLLOWING
THE NORMS

NOT THINKING

GENDER UNAWARE

A gender intelligent workplace delivers:

GENDER CONSCIOUS

FROM UNAWARE TO CONSCIOUS

UNINTERESTED, FIXED MINDSET
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FOUR CRITICAL CHALLENGES.

There are generally two reasons
why companies do not pursue the
female market:
A) They are successful and
profitable enough as to be
completely satisfied
OR
B) They are living with an old
world view and have not seen the
opportunity or do not know how
to truly cater to and understand
an emerging market.

CHALLENGE ONE:
THE HISTORICAL HANGOVER
The fact that advertising strategy was
developed and invented by men back
in the 1950’s (largely by returned
military-men), is a clue to who and how
the strategies were built and created.
The languaging used in marketing
involves “target audiences” in which we
use “strategy” to “launch campaigns”,
through “market warfare” and “bullseye
approach”.
This masculine process, perspective
and approach is reason enough to
take a whole new look at the current
methodology which does not take into
account how females are wired and how
females behave.
Remember that since the 1950’s the
world has totally changed to one where
women out-learn, outspend and outlive
men. And the fact that over the last 20
years the digital age has fundamentally
changed consumer behaviour.

Source: thatkindofwoman.tumblr.com

CHALLENGE TWO:
LACK OF EXPERTISE AND WRONG
TOOLS FOR THE JOB
Expertise has been hard to find.
Marketing departments have wondered
what to do about this change in
economic power. Many have felt that
focussing on the female market alone
would dilute their budget, and see this
only as a media segmentation issue.
Not so.
Meanwhile in creative agencies there is
a clear lack of focus and understanding
of the female market.
For example, women are only 3%
of Creative Directors. This website
was set up to ironically look at the
way the industry still behaves in 2015
toomanyguysonegirl.tumblr.com
Further, most strategic tools are still
being wheeled out from the old era
and not reflecting female patterns of
thinking or behaving. Strategic process
is where the nuance lives, and often
the tools that have worked with men
are just to blunt to find the sharp focus
with women.
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(CONT.) FOUR CRITICAL CHALLENGES.

We know that magazines have male and
female titles designed to talk to different
audiences e.g. GQ or Sports Illustrated
is clearly a male mag, and Marie Claire
and Cosmopolitan are clearly targeting
women.

CHALLENGE THREE:
TOP DOWN SUPPORT

CHALLENGE FOUR:
UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

BOTTOM LINE

The decision to leverage the female market
needs to include (at some stage if not at
the beginning), top down management
endorsement and cultural significance.

Let’s hypothesise that maybe, just maybe,
if you haven’t “walked a mile in her high
heels” then unconscious bias sits at the
root of the lost opportunity to effectively
market to women.

Segmentation is understood in media,
yet the same principle does not seem
to be adopted into brand messaging
and product.

From social media giving women
a voice, to the reinvention of family
roles to calling out for more corporate
clout, Women are using their economic
influence to change the world, the globe,
the rules and the marketplace.

Often the budget given to some low-level,
tail of surface, “something for the ladies”
kind of approach, sits alongside the “main”
brand work and suffers not just from lack
of resource to execute, but lack of support
to back the initiative. It’s as if it was “set up”
to fail right from the beginning!

Let’s argue that the traditionalists
just can’t see why they should change
anything about the way that marketing
and operations have worked for the last
70 years.

Powerful economic forces of
globalization, demographic change,
environmental challenges and new
technology are all converging to add
new approaches to women’s choices.

Corporate culture has still got to
wake up from decades of bias toward
masculine preferences including the
period of time when many of the
practises and terminology was first
invented. And taught in universities
for years to come.

When we understand and serve the
female market – both genders win
Moreseo, companies and brands win,
the economy wins and society as
a whole enjoys the financial up-side
of women. ¡

Marketing to women is not taught
in university yet. But there’s plenty
of current studies on gender and
women in advertising taking place.

*www.newstatesman.com/culture/2014/10/grayson-perry-rise-and-fall-default-man
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THE BIGGEST GENDER MYTHS
IN BUSINESS – BUSTED

Ask yourself these
questions to figure out
if you best understand
how to leverage gender
in your business:

1. IS GENDER A WOMEN’S ISSUE IN
YOUR BUSINESS?

2. DOES YOUR BUSINESS SEGMENT
YOUR AUDIENCES BY GENDER?

Gender is typically associated with a
moral imperative for the benefit of a
more equal and fair society. In business,
gender maintains this definition but
is often forgotten as a commercial
differentiator. Our understanding of
gender internally affects our attitudes
and representations of both men and
women as external consumers, and in
turn impacts our workplace cultures,
business lenses and external messages.

The two most common answers are,
“Of course we do!” and “Isn’t that
discriminatory?” It might seem obvious
to gender segment first especially when
conducting research into your target
markets. Yet old business practices
around research are often reinforcing
gender stereotypes instead of breaking
or expanding upon antiquated notions
of modern men and women. Is it time
to question whether you’re asking the
right questions?

Improving and better understanding
gender is beneficial not only for
employees, and the bottom-line but
in better communicating with all kinds
of customers. While it’s not the only
commercial differentiator to focus on,
it’s a good one to start with as it’s often
the first attribute we identify.

In the wake of the Equal Opportunity
Act, many businesses began to
associate discrimination with seeing
certain competitive differences. It is
actually the opposite – being more
sensitive to each gender through a
concerted effort to understand them
means you’re able to personalise and
connect your business offering to
better suit their needs. Recognising
gender differences will also help
you uncover unmet or overlooked
customers you may have not
considered before.
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(CONT.) THE BIGGEST GENDER MYTHS IN BUSINESS – BUSTED

3. DOES GENDER AND SEXUALITY
GET MIXED UP IN DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION DISCUSSIONS?
Non-binary. Fluidity. Queer. There’s a
lot of new vernacular floating around
modern society that is starting to
leak into the business world. And
it’s important we respect these new
identifiers. However, gender, in the
business context is related to sexuality
but not defined by it.
While sexual preference and other
identity signifiers inform segment
characteristics in business, male and
female are still the biological anchors
of the gender spectrum. Bringing
in other identifiers requires a base
understanding and acknowledgment
of gender.

4. “WE CAN’T DO GENDER-SPLIT
CAMPAIGNS – WE DON’T HAVE THE
PEOPLE OR THE BUDGET FOR THAT!”
SOUND FAMILIAR?

5. DO YOU HAVE A 50:50 GENDER
SPLIT WORK FORCE OR AN ALLFEMALE TEAM DEDICATED TO
SPECIFIC PROJECTS?

Sure, it does look like a gender split
campaign would mean more work and
more budget but it’s not. Consider this:
what if you fiscally proportioned your
budget according to gender? That
means identifying the weighted $ value
of your male and female segments and
apportion accordingly – effort,
time, budget.

That’s great! Congrats. You’re well-ahead
of your peers. Equal employment ratios
are important and extremely beneficial
to a business and its bottom-line.

The most common mistake brands
make with women is treating them
like an ‘emerging market’ by giving
them only a small budget and high
expectations. For example, Nike
identified the female market as a
strong growth category and yet
internal investigations revealed that
budgets and teams were kept small
and restricted. In the end, that hindered
them from pursuing and capturing
the same kind of growth with the
women’s segment that their competitor
Adidas was achieving by taking the
market seriously.

Yet this doesn’t mean your business
gets gender commercially. Often a
business will point to these ratios to
prove they get gender but they’re
usually missing the bigger opportunity
of maximising it as a commercial
differentiator.

The predominant ‘male-lens’ in
business means that many women
use male lenses when dealing with
gender. They may be as blind as
anyone else when sense-checking
a campaign or desensitised to a lack
of intelligent female characters.
Having an all-female team does
not necessarily make them experts
on engaging non-homogenous
female clients or customers.
Getting gender intelligent requires
time, effort and commitment to
understanding where modern
women and men sit today.

Secondly, the occupation of an XY
chromosome doesn’t mean that you
are bestowed with a PHD in all of the
nuances and complexities of gender.
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WOMEN’S BUSINESS IS GREAT BUSINESS

Women are the perfect
audience for doing better
business.
Women out-spend, out-earn and out-live
men yet they continue to feel undervalued,
overlooked and misunderstood. This
means that there is a huge commercial
opportunity for businesses who want to
tap into a market eager for someone who
‘gets them’.

Connecting and investing in the female
market means:
Increase in share value, profits and
long-term viability
¢¢

Women will deeply invest and commit
back. Women love brands who love
them, and connections endure once they
are made.

You’re probably going to get it
right with the guys too. Research has
consistently proved that getting it right
and engaging women will mean that you
will also engage and get it right with
men too.
¢¢

¢¢

Women will create communities,
promotional hubs, innovation incubators
and more affordable brand opportunities
which will help cut down on marketing
waste and ensure more personalised
offerings.
¢¢

Tapping into an increasingly
educated, and therefore more wealthy
market. For example, 63% of Australian
graduates in 2015 were women.

She’s your oyster. Very few brands
have adopted this strategy so far,
although the numbers and proof are
increasing day to day. There is ample
room for your brand or business, no
matter the size, to grab your early
¢¢

adopter advantage and easily surpass
your competitors.

¢¢

Mums, one of the most wealthy
segments of the female market, have
¢¢

generational influence over their families
meaning product and service loyalty is
passed on.

Here are some
brand case studies and
category analyses of
businesses who have
benefited from pursuing
the female market •••}
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STATE
STREET GLOBAL
ADVISORS

DOVE
Real Beauty

Fearless Girl

2004 – present,
global

One of the longest, and most successful
marketing campaigns to women. Dove instituted
a fresh set of research questions designed to unlearn what they knew about beauty.

2017 US

This approach unearthed a truly valuable insight
– only 2% of women find themselves beautiful.
This sparked a new conversation, message and
countless campaigns to female consumers that
are still relevant now.

RESULTS

RESULTS
¢¢

 ince 2004’s Campaign for Real Beauty,
S
Dove’s sales have jumped from $2.5 billion to
$4 billion.

¢¢

 rom first initial campaign it increased market
F
share by 20%

¢¢

Sales within the first month doubled

¢¢

 006 video ‘Eveolution’ went viral before
2
virality existed, 19 million views with a media
value of $150 million

¢¢

 013 Real Beauty Sketches became most
2
watched ad ever with 180 million views, and
50 million views within 12 days of its release

¢¢

 enerated 3.8 million shares in its first month
G
& 15,000 subscribers across 110 countries

¢¢

 umerous awards including the Titanium
N
Grand Prix and Integrated Gold Lion at
Cannes

First appearing opposite Wall Street’s charging bull on International
Women’s Day, it signaled a commitment by State Street to pressure
public companies to add more women on boards, and to invest in
their SHE fund, which invests in companies with women in top roles.

¢¢

 olling after Dove’s ‘Makeover Ads’
P
demonstrated a change in behaviour and
feeling, with more than 71% of women polled
saying they felt more beautiful

¢¢

 ove’s self-esteem project has reached 20
D
million young people to teach them about
body confidence, and their aim is to reach 20
million more by 2020

¢¢

¢¢

¢¢

 rought in 384% increase in trading volume of SHE fund,
B
that tracks companies complicit with gender diversity, three
days after unveiling

¢¢

$7.4 million in free marketing with $0 in paid media

¢¢

Numerous international awards including 18 total Cannes Lions

¢¢

$315 million invested assets in the SHE Fund as of May 22

In 2014, there were numerous publications
who celebrated 10 years since Dove’s first
marketing success reviving interest in Dove’s
commitment to Real Beauty

¢¢

379% increase in SSGA’s share of voice in the marketplace

¢¢

 alls from prospective investors rose 15× in the 4 weeks
C
after unveiling

 ove still misses the mark occasionally, but
D
they have thrived for over a decade on their
differentiation of purpose and approach when
it comes to women

¢¢

WSJ reported that the statue is valued between $27 to $38 million

¢¢

Won Glass Lion 2017
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KALFRESH

DEBEERS

AFLW

Just Veg

Right Hand Ring

I'd Like to See That

2016 Australia

2001 global

2017 Australia

Queensland vegetable grower wanted to do away
with ‘ugly carrot’ crop wastage as production
costs rose. Their all-male board brought on their
wives to consult, and diversified their team.

As marriage rates kept dropping, De Beers
launched a new campaign encouraging single
professional women to empower themselves by
buying diamonds to express their individuality and
independence.

They identified that 15% Aussies buy ready-togo meals 2 × a week, don’t like waste and prefer
smaller, healthier portions. Their solution was to
leverage the waste by cutting up ‘ugly carrots’
to produce a new offering for the booming preprepared veggie market.

In early 2017, AFL launched their first national
league for female players. Invigorated by a
marketing campaign led by an entire female
creative team, and bolstered by AFL’s commitment
to gender equality and the public's enthusiastic
reception for a women’s game – the league and
launch was beyond successful.

RESULTS
¢¢

 FLW ‘I’d like to see that’ was headed by Bec
A
Brideson leading the all-star team

¢¢

 irst game was a lock out; over 24,500 people
F
showed up to a 15,000 venue

¢¢

76% growth in participation

¢¢

 rowth by 2nd year meant the game expanded
G
from 8 to a 14 team game

¢¢

 d campaign had over 750,000 views on FB
A
alone, and over 5,000 re-shares

¢¢

In 3 days of activation, 1.5 million organic reach,
350,000 views and 4,000 shares on Facebook

¢¢

70% growth in new audience

¢¢

 9% of those sharing, commenting and
5
engaging with the campaign were women

RESULTS
¢¢

 igned immediately by Australia’s biggest
S
supermarket chain Woolworths

¢¢

5× units per customer per week

¢¢

 50 a tonne to produce; $5,000 a tonne per sale
$
= 100% increase in value

¢¢

 here was additional giveback to the
T
community by increasing growth in local jobs

RESULTS
¢¢

Increased diamond sales 15%

¢¢

 ampaign gained 29% increase in product
C
awareness among single women

¢¢

Won Gold EFFIE award

¢¢

 omen self-purchasing doubled: 2.7: 4.5
W
pieces a year
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This campaign was a disruption of
category by moving from function
and performance to a refocus
on the emotional resonance
of women’s contributions in a
traditionalist culture. It is also
touched on the need for equal
responsibility by both genders in
the domestic space.

UMBRELLA BRAND

PROCTOR
& GAMBLE
ANALYSIS
As a major manufacturer across a
number of global brands, Proctor &
Gamble set out to reveal gender bias
and spark new conversations through
advertising campaigns as part of their
commitment to gender equality in line
with the United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals.
While the campaigns of major brands
including Ariel, Always and SKII were
huge steps; they were only one part
of P&G’s effort to commit themselves
to a gender they saw was changing
the world.
P&G also set out hiring goals across
their offices across the world, donated
to education and hygiene programs
for young women, and ensured they
expanded their supplier development
and sourcing to women creators
across the Indian subcontinent,
Middle East and Africa.

The combination of sincere
emotional appeal and cultural
disruption resonated virally with
audiences everywhere.

ARIEL
Share The Load

RESULTS

2016 India
¢¢

 on multiple top awards including
W
a Glass Lion, Cannes

¢¢

 hared by Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook
S
and in 16 hours, shared 48,000 times

¢¢

 ideo was viewed 50 million times
V
in just 50 days

¢¢

 ales grew by 75% year on year,
S
double its target

¢¢

 ore than 2 million Indian men
M
pledged to start doing laundry

¢¢

¢¢

 riel’s message went viral in 22
A
countries, in 16 languages with
campaign recall increase at 192 index

¢¢

Consumer engagement increased 4.6×

“ The campaign was a roaring success
for Ariel. We not only achieved results
for the brand but also led change of
behaviour. It showed in all our reports
that consumers were overwhelmed
by the idea.” – MediaCom Director of
Media Deepak Sonar

¢¢

 8% of consumers surveyed
9
recommended Ariel to their friends

¢¢

¢¢

 enerated earned media worth $11
G
million with 2 billion free impressions

 hare The Load disrupted its category
S
by creatively pivoting towards the
contribution of women in a paternalist
society. By doing that, it doubled its
value and sales by 106% and 105%
respectively.
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...CONTINUED: UMBRELLA BRAND – PROCTOR & GAMBLE ANALYSIS

SKII

ALWAYS

Marriage Market
Takeover

#LIKEAGIRL
2015 USA

2016 China

While women in China have advanced in education, independence and wealth, they still
find themselves restricted due to many antiquated traditional ideals. A woman who is
not married by 27, for example, is considered a ‘leftover woman’ who has been passed
over by men. The campaign touched upon women’s fear of aging, but also on living up to
certain gendered standards.
SKII's campaign delved emotionally and with great insight into the intense pressure felt
by women from society and their families. Marriage Market Takeover encouraged 'leftover
women' to feel pride in pursuing their careers and finding love in their own time and on
their own terms.

RESULTS
¢¢

 he campaign went viral on Chinese social media receiving 2.2 million views on Youtube
T
and 3 million on Chinese sharing website Youku within a few days.

¢¢

The film has over 25 million views worldwide and it sparked discussion in 35 countries.

¢¢

 ver 2000 editorial pieces have been written up about the campaign including features
O
in Forbes, BBC, Buzzfeed and the Huffington Post with a total reach of over 2 billion
with the story spreading to 54 countries.

¢¢

SKII and leftover women were also the top trending keywords on Weibo.

¢¢

Won a Cannes Glass Lion award

¢¢

Helped SKII increase sales of their product by 50% from June 2016 – February 2017

¢¢

P&G Chief Brand Officer said the work had purpose and grew the business by 15%

Always set out to move away from product performance to
supporting young women as they make the transition from puberty
to adulthood.
#LikeAGirl touched upon the fact that women’s decline in
confidence usually begins in puberty, and the brand wanted to
redefine what derogatory phrasing such as “throw like a girl”
and “run like a girl” mean.
The campaign revolved around a centrepiece video that captured
how all kinds of people interpreted what “like a girl” means and
sparked a conversation that resonated with its core audience of
teenage and older female buyers.

RESULTS
¢¢

 LikeAGirl not only generated considerable global awareness but
#
changed the way people think about gendered terminology and
its negative impact upon young women.

¢¢

The campaign achieved 85 million global views on Youtube.

¢¢

 he campaign resulted in double digit percentage increase in
T
brand equity with positive associations emerging towards ‘like a
girl’. Decreases were seen in their closest competitors.

¢¢

 urther research also showed that 2/3 men who watched the
F
campaign said they’d think twice before using the phrase again
as an insult.
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Nike has been building and developing their
women’s business since the 90s with Nike
Goddess, and were foremost in tapping into
this first-emerging segment.
They were first off the rank operating
women-only stores and offering more
personalised shopping experiences that
made women feel safe and welcomed.
Nike has also been on the forefront of
challenging gender stereotypes in regions
outside of the US through their marketing
campaigns.

CATEGORY ANALYSIS

ATHLEISURE

The global athleisure market is
estimated to be worth around $45.9
billion with sales having increased
by 42% over the last seven years.
The pursuit of the female market is a
clever growth strategy for the likes
of brands such as Lululemon, Nike,
Under Armour and many more.
Pundits have predicted the category
will be worth $231 billion by 2024.
On top of that, there is a notable
increase of women participating in
sport and considering themselves
sports fans.
In Australia, the total value of the
women's sport sector could peak at
a record high of $3.8 billion by 2032,
and contribute a 3rd of all growth in
professional sport.

They are now being chased by their top
competitors Under Armour, Adidas and
Puma who are keen to emulate their
success and steal market share.

NIKE

RESULTS
¢¢

 rowth has increased 10% year on year,
G
outpacing their men’s business in 2016

¢¢

 ike’s women’s business was worth $5
N
billion in 2015 and grew to $6.6 billion
in 2017

¢¢

 ith yearly revenues of $36 billion,
W
their women’s market makes about
20% overall revenue

¢¢

 owever their women’s market
H
growth has stagnated recently,
and the company continues to face
significant hurdles such as internal
toxic cultures, male favouritism and
a lack of female leadership due to an
exodus of fed-up female executives.

Most revealing was a May 2018 NYT
investigation that divulged that
though the women’s category was
considered a crucial growth strategy,
women's business was not given
the budget nor resources needed to
roll out the sophisticated marketing
campaigns similar to the traditional
men’s categories
¢¢

 ike’s women’s products continue
N
to grow in only single digits, and it
remains far from reaching its initial
projection of $11 billion by 2020
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...CONTINUED: CATEGORY ANALYSIS – ATHLEISURE

ADIDAS

For almost its entire 97 year history, the
German-born brand Adidas has routinely
partnered with the biggest sports stars
such as Jesse Owens and David Beckham,
but rarely have they ever been women.

They started releasing female-centric
campaigns like ‘Unleash Your Creativity’
featuring aspiring women who take their
sport and fitness seriously like Karlie Kloss,
Hannah Bronfman and Robin Arzon.

After a few disappointing years of declining
sales including a 38% drop in share price
from 2014 to 2015 Adidas decided on a
new growth strategy that focused on a new
customer – the versatile female athlete who
incorporates her athletic pursuits into a
busy lifestyle.

With the hire of former Lululemon CEO
Christine Day, Adidas hopes to stay ahead
of the already crowded space that is
the women’s market with stylish highperformance gear. They also hope to stay
on top with new innovations such as the
Pure Boost X sneaker with motion-tracking
technology to study the movement of the
female foot and a sports bra with a heart
rate monitor built into it.
On top of that, Adidas has launched femaleonly fitness studios to elevate their current
premium shopping experiences. Adidas’
ultimate goal is to become a company that
women identify strongly with.

RESULTS
¢¢

 didas board member Eric Liedtke said,
A
“the company is not happy where
we are today” when it comes to the
female market.

¢¢

 didas Global Head of Women’s Products
A
Nicole Vollebregt said, “Women are [our]
biggest growth opportunity”

¢¢

 didas’ women’s business represented
A
23% of its revenue in 2016

¢¢

 didas has planned to increase their
A
female market share to 28% within 4 years

¢¢

 hey hope to emulate the success
T
of Nike by doubling their share of the
female market by 2020.

¢¢

In order to do this, Adidas is focused on
listening to what female consumers want:
“We haven’t been very effective on how
we’ve talked to women, the way we’ve
designed products for women, the ways
we’ve taken products to market,” said
Adidas President Mark King.
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...CONTINUED: CATEGORY ANALYSIS – ATHLEISURE

Predominantly a high-performing sports brand, Under Armour has
been pursuing the female market for over a decade. However since
2012, the marketing team has held steady at just 10 people.

UNDER
ARMOUR

With the debut of campaigns such as 'Unlike Any' featuring ballet
dancer Misty Copeland, the aim has been to correct perceptions
and widen the appeal of the brand and product.
CEO Kevin Plan has remarked that Under Armour needs to move
“out of acquisition mode and into activation mode” when it comes
to bettering their offering for women.

RESULTS
¢¢

 nder Armour only commands 3.8% of the entire women’s
U
sport category.

¢¢

 ithin the business, women account for 20% of their revenue.
W
That is $1 billion of their entire $4.8 billion revenue.

¢¢

 eneral Manager of Under Armour Women Pam Catlett said,
G
“Our competitors have been in the [women’s market] for a
while. It’s an area you’ll see us accelerating and evolving as we
look into 2018.”

¢¢

 owever Under Armour has come under significant fire after
H
CEO Kevin Plan’s support for Donald Trump in early 2017,
slowed-down growth in their women’s business. They are
still failing to capture market share thanks to store design,
marketing and products that remain male-focused.
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SO WHO IS TAKING NOTICE
OF WOMEN?

“The companies that
really get women and
respond to their unmet
needs with skill, nuance,
and engagement will
enjoy breakaway growth,
unprecedented customer
loyalty, and category
dominance.”
THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP

Consulting groups, futurists, and
marcomms specialists are in agreement.
It’s here. We cannot deny the 21st
Century which has been dubbed
“The Century of Women”.

CONSULTANCIES
The Boston Consulting Group created
a special task force to focus on women
as a market. Having undertaken a
longitudinal study and published a book
“Women Want More” they continue
ongoing research with 12,000 women
from twenty countries, their heads firmly
entrenched in the power of women.
They describe the female economy as one
of the largest market opportunities of our
lifetime, adding that they will hasten the
new wave of prosperity. They add that
companies who do understand what
women want and how to cater to them
effectively will enjoy enormous rewards.

Similarly, Ernst and Young have
undertaken studies that dive into
the economic imperative of female
entrepreneurs. Finding that women
supported in commercial-venture could
lead us to global economic recovery.
They also found that women who are
in charge of the finances at home, spend
more money on health and education
and have greater financial savings.
This supports the well-known fact that
educating and giving women vocational
empowerment in third world countries
increases its gross domestic profit.
Other consultancy firms such as McKinsey
have studied the positive financial effect
of attracting more women to leadership
positions in the workforce, and what
this innate understanding of the female
market brings to bare.
From Goldman Sachs to Branson,
Facebook to The Huffington Post – big
businesses are seeing the returns from
female market strategies.
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(CONT.) SO WHO IS TAKING NOTICE OF WOMEN?

THOUGHT LEADERS AND PIONEERS

INDUSTRY AND AGENCY

MINE THIS DEEP WELL

Faith Popcorn, the Futurist, predicted
the rise of women back in the 90’s
when she wrote Clicking. In 2000 she
published EVOLUTION focussing on the
inevitable rise of the female consumer
and how to build connections to her.

INDUSTRY: Many visionary companies
and organisations have spearheaded
their own “female-markets”.

It is clear that women are a market that
has been neglected and misunderstood.

In 1999, Paco Underhill the environmental
psychologist wrote WHY WE BUY:
the Science of Shopping. Just over a
decade later he wrote a dedicated book
about the female consumer called WHY
WOMEN BUY, because the change
for women as consumer/influencer
happened so fast.
Marti Barletta, the expert to coin
the term “Marketing to Women” was
published in 2003 and one of the first
to realise the power of females and
the under-servicing of them in the
marketplace. Her book was widely
recommended by progressive and
enlightened corporates as standard
business reading for every executive,
male and female.

The numbers are there and the change
has arrived. It is becoming more essential
to bring in specialist teams and/or
employ female engagement specialists
to navigate the new landscape. These
will appear on more organisational charts
in the coming years.
AGENCY: At last count there were
70 independent advertising agencies
globally, who were developing new
marketing techniques and pioneering
intelligence and strategy to connect
with female consumers.

Moreso the brands that serve up genderneutral solutions are sitting comfortably
in the wake of the last 70 years of thinking,
but devoid of innovation or security for
the future.
A focussed-female strategy is essential
to brands survival over the next decade. ¡

“We live in a world
that’s increasingly social,
interdependent and
transparent. And in this
world, feminine values are
ascendant... this change
is deemed necessary
and welcomed by strong
majorities in every country
we surveyed.”
THE ATHENA DOCTRINES,
GERZEMA AND D’ANTONIO
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6 REASONS WHY BRANDS
SHOULD CARE.

“We are entering a unique
time of rebuilding after
the tumult of the early
21st century.
There are unprecedented
opportunities to throw our
old models and shape the
‘new normal’.”
MADDY DYCHTWALD

1. THE LOVE
There’s a refrain that women don’t buy
brands, they join them. And she wants
to see things that she values, reflected
in the brands she chooses, such as:
¢¢ Personal while still maintaining

professionalism
¢¢ Productive, time poor = make each

exchange work for them
¢¢ Part of the process and included

along the journey

Over 50% of females show support and
access deals from brands, compared to
just 36% of the men online.
Not only do women use social media
to stay up to date with brands, they also
comment on their favorite brands more
than men do.**
Boston Consulting Group revealed that
women pass along a positive vehicle
experience with an average of 20 people,
in contrast to the two people men typically
share with.*

¢¢ Positivity, and focus on solutions

that improve her world
2. GENERATIONS

Think about the growth of Tupperware.
Earl Tupper invented great plastic
reusable tubs but could he sell them? Not
until he recruited a smart lady who knew
the power of a female’s community.

Little kids watch their mum’s do the
shopping. And purchase brands. And
use products. And make choices that
leave indelible imprints on the child’s
future decision making. Brands, like
family histories are passed down the
generational line.

Invented much before the days of social
media, but working just like it – women
recommending brands first-hand.

Women as gate keeper to the home are
a primary influencer of future-markets
for both genders.

2. BUILDING COMMUNITIES

*Women Want More, 2009
**brandwatch.com/2015/01/men-vs-women-active-social-media/
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(CONT.) 6 REASONS WHY BRANDS SHOULD CARE.

4. LIFESTYLE
Womens needs and life expectations are
very different from mens. Typically their
careers are more cyclical than the more
linear path of men’s.

Women are multi-tasking machines
and because they are responsible for
90% of the good in the home, they are
the must-have eyeballs.

Women typically have times out of the
workforce with children. Some may have
periods where their energies go to raising
kids, caring for aging parents or starting
their own business. This can create many
more ups and downs in their life when
they are earning money.

6. AUTHENTICITY

And because women outlive men,
women need their money to last longer.
So women will seek financial strategies
such as economising, and “sale” seeking
to match the financial realities of their
financial lives.

It’s essential to create brand connections
that influence society’s perceptions and
understanding of women. In the minds
of women, your brand must play a role
in making deep, long lasting and personal
experiences that make it worth her effort
to have a relationship you.
If your brand is willing to represent a wide
array of females, women will be much
more driven to connect with your product
or service. ¡

5. EXPOSURE
Note to brands: Every time she sees
brand- or consumer-produced content,
her engagement increases nearly
30 percent.
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ARE YOU FEMALE READY?
FUTURE PROOF?

THREE QUICK QUESTIONS
TO ESTABLISH YOUR FEMALE$
QUOTIENT
1. D
 o you know your % of female
audience and what they are worth?
2. Have you worked out what 10%
increase of women would be worth
to your business?
3. Have you deployed a team of
people to aggressively approach
the female opportunity?

Remember the Steam Train – didn’t see
the Electric train coming. Black and white
television, didn’t see colour TV taking
over. Kodak – missed the point. Murdoch
and his Generals felt the pain of the
Google-era.
And who could have predicted that the
mobile phone and Facebook would make
such significant impact in 10 short years
to our industries.

The process starts with getting the right
team to go on the journey and create
your brand’s female-future that will give
you innovative intellectual and emotional
advantage over your competitors. ¡

LEVERAGING FEMALE$ FOR YOUR BRAND.

YEAR 3 AND BEYOND

The future belongs to the businesses
that begin developing a relationship
with female consumers, seen not as an
adversarial group or feminist bunch,
but as a market segment with different
needs, tastes, and motivational drivers.

It is folly to continue a gender-neutral
or traditional approach that has been
the industry norm thus far. Likewise it is
naïve to ignore the refrain of “continuous

INNOVATION AND LEADERSHIP
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH

YEAR 2

ADVANTAGE
EMOTIONAL/INTELLECTUAL

YEAR 1

GROWTH

improvement leads to better performance”.
In this case, the financial upside
of Female$ is unprecedented.
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ABOUT BEC BRIDESON.

After smashing the glass ceiling of
creative departments across APAC,
she became one of only 3% of women
to make it to Creative Director globally.
Then because Bec is never content
without a challenge, she became one
of the 0.01% of women to start her own
comms agency. Bec’s understanding
of where emotion and marketing collide
in the lives of women has been crucial
to her success and reputation.

With over 25 years
experience in marcomms
and still going strong,
Bec Brideson is considered
a rarity among women
who work in the industry.

As the authoritative thought-leader
in the space of gender, she’s developed
innovative views on the way marketers
should communicate with what she
defines as the disruptive female dollar.
Bec has brought together her knowledge
and experience to her consultancy;
working with big business across multiple
industries that are embracing diversity as
an authentic opportunity to connect with
the new powerful female economy.

Her uncompromising tenacity has
propelled her to resolve the diversity
challenges facing women in the industry,
as well as dealing with the issues of
running her own agency and business.
She has continually educated her staff,
her clients and even her industry on
gender and has provided commercial
frameworks with which to resolve the issue.
Her book Blind Spots tackles the
commercial reasons why business needs
to get gender-smart. It was released by
Wiley in August 2017.

MARCOMMS
EXPERIENCE

GENDER
EXPERTISE

COMMERCIAL
UNDERSTANDING

Bec continues to speak around the globe
with her unique take on the subject inspiring
global heads and business leaders. From
the UK, Asia, New York and in France at
the Cannes Lions, she is creating diversity
intelligence for a better business world. ¡
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If you would like to discuss your Female$
opportunity with Bec email her at
bec@becbrideson.com or book a call
at appointments.becbrideson.com
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